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TREVOR DUNTHORNE NAMED PRESIDENT & CEO
OF MCC INTERNATIONAL
Industry veteran hired to lead centrifugal casting company
in expanding its global market share
McDonald, PA, January 12, 2016 – MCC International, a subsidiary of Austria-based
ESW, has appointed Trevor Dunthorne to continue growing MCC’s technical and commercial
capabilities from the company’s strong U.S. base. MCC’s centrifugal casting process provides a
cost-effective method for manufacturing ferrous and non-ferrous rolling mill sleeves, bearing
parts, bi-metallic gear blanks, bushings, nuts, valve bodies and more used in a wide range of
applications, including steel mills, power transmission lines and elevators.
“I am pleased to have the opportunity to lead MCC,” says Mr. Dunthorne. “I look
forward to helping the company build upon the success it has had domestically by directing the
development of new products and markets in Europe, Latin America and Asia.”

Prior to joining MCC, Mr. Dunthorne held top and senior executive positions with
General Carbide, a manufacturer of tungsten carbide for industrial wear and metalforming
applications; All-Clad Metalcrafters, a manufacturer of premium cookware; and Bloom
Engineering, a provider of custom engineering solutions and intelligent support of industrial
combustion processes. He began his career working for companies that manufacture iron and
steel spun and static cast rolls, including National Roll, Hyde Park Foundry, British Roll Makers
and Sheffield Forgemasters.
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Mr. Dunthorne holds an MBA from the University of Strathclyde in Glasgow, Scotland,
and a Degree in Production and Industrial Engineering from Salford in Manchester, England. He
serves on the boards of Catalyst Connection, an economic development organization dedicated to
helping small manufacturers in southwestern Pennsylvania improve their competitiveness, and
Autism Connection of Pennsylvania, which provides education, advocacy and support to families
and individuals affected by autism.

About MCC International
MCC International specializes in the casting and finish machining of high grade,
centrifugally cast ferrous and non-ferrous products, including rolling mill sleeves, bearing parts,
bi-metallic gear blanks, bushings, nuts and valve bodies. The castings are used in a variety of
applications, including steel mills, power transmission lines and elevators. MCC holds ISO
9001:2008 certification and is headquartered in McDonald, PA, near Pittsburgh. The company
was founded nearly 60 years ago by William H. Miller as Miller Centrifugal Casting. Since
2009, MCC International has been a subsidiary of Austria-based ESW (Eisenwerk SulzauWerfen), a manufacturer of rolling mill rolls. ESW is headquartered in Tenneck, Austria,
near Salzburg.

For more information, contact Roger Chambers, MCC International, at
724.745.0300, x222, or rchambers@millercentrifugal.com
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